STAY AHEAD OF THE CURVE
INTRALOX’S NEW S2400 RADIUS WITH HEAVY-DUTY EDGE

The Intralox® S2400 Radius belt with Heavy-Duty Edge combines a strengthened edge with our patented Load-Sharing™ technology to reduce downtime and extend belt life to 3-5 times that of competing belts. A direct retrofit to legacy S2400 belts, you can upgrade your radius without changing sprockets, designs, or drawings. The best performing radius belt for the food industry.

Benefits
• Longest lasting and most fault-tolerant radius belt for the food industry
• Robust edge design ensures resistance to breakage due to misuse, catchpoints, and incorrect orientation
• Load-Sharing edge design improves load sharing across links, reducing stress in critical areas

Design Features
• Fault-tolerant edge design
• Patented Load-Sharing edge design
• Direct retrofit with legacy S2400 belts - no need to change sprockets, designs, or drawings
• Each module has a directional arrow design cue
• Smaller belt edge opening area and sculpted module features increase safety and reduce catchpoints

AVAILABLE BELT STYLES
Flush Grid - Friction Top - High Deck - Hold Down Guides (HDG) - Friction Top with HDG
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Contact our sales team today for more information on the Modular Plastic Belting and ThermoDrive® Homogenous belting that is right for you, including the 800 Series, 7000 Series and 8050 Series

**ThermoDrive® Belts**
- Overcome complicated, time-consuming cleaning and sanitation processes
- Eliminate belt issues caused by tensioning (e.g., mistracking, elongation, wavy edges)
- Avoid hygienic risks posed by fabric belts or exposed fabric or yarn reinforcements

**Straight-running Belts**
- Longer belt life with less belt wear
- Simplified cleaning and maintenance
- Reduced risk of product loss or contamination
- Enhanced worker safety
- Zero need for lubrication or tensioning
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Which Modular Plastic Conveyor Belt is Right for You?

**Straight-running Belts**
- Food-safe Belting

**Radius Belts**
- Chain Belts

**Spirals**
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**THE BELTING EXPERTS**
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